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I. Introduction

This Green-e® Renewable Fuels Standard (“Standard”) document provides requirements for Green-e® certification of renewable fuel production, sales, and consumption.

The Green-e® certification programs are administered by the nonprofit Center for Resource Solutions and promote the use of high-quality renewable energy and carbon reductions by providing environmental standards and consumer protection to support voluntary purchasing and use of renewable energy and carbon offsets. High-quality renewable energy and offset standards and certification accelerate the development of renewable and carbon markets, and provide consumers a meaningful mechanism through which they can express demand for renewable options and greenhouse gas (GHG) reductions. For more information on the objectives of this Standard, please see the Terms of Reference available at: https://www.green-e.org/renewable-fuels/documents.

This Standard applies to the certification of renewable fuel transactions and end use, as well as the verification of specific fuel production pathways. Producers, sellers, and users of renewable fuel products and Renewable Fuel Certificates (RFCs) may apply to: offer renewable fuel products or RFCs certified under the Standard; verify eligible renewable fuel pathways; or certify renewable fuel purchasing by visiting https://www.green-e.org/renewable-fuels.

Version 1.0 of this Standard is only applicable to biomethane. Other renewable fuels may be considered in the future. Additional details about the Green-e® certification criteria, the application process, verification processes, marketing compliance review, and other information can be found in the Green-e® Renewable Fuels Code of Conduct. In addition, the Green-e® Glossary defines many of the terms that appear in this Standard. Both will be available at the time of publication at https://www.green-e.org/renewable-fuels. For more information and background on the Green-e® Certification program, including program governance, visit https://www.green-e.org.
A. Definitions

CRS publishes the Green-e® Glossary that defines many of the terms used throughout the Standard and other Green-e® documents. The glossary is available at: https://www.green-e.org/glossary. In addition, certain specific definitions are provided below:

1. **Biogas**: Biogas is a mixture of gases made from the decomposition of organic material. It consists mainly of methane and carbon dioxide, with varied amounts of hydrogen sulfide, ammonia, siloxanes, and trace amounts of other gases.

2. **Biomethane**: Biomethane (also called Renewable Natural Gas [RNG]), is biogas that has been cleaned and upgraded to meet gas pipeline purity specifications. The remaining high-BTU gas is predominantly methane (over 94%), and once upgraded to pipeline quality standards, it may blend or be used interchangeably with fossil fuel–derived natural gas.

3. **Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation ("CAFO")**: A facility that confines the number of animals in Table 1 and meets the following size-specific criteria:

   a. Large CAFO: Any farm over this size is considered a CAFO
   b. Medium CAFO: Considered a CAFO based on farm size AND if either of the following criteria is met:
      i. has a manmade ditch or pipe that carries manure or wastewater to surface water; or
      ii. the animals come into contact with surface water that passes through the area where they're confined.
   c. Small CAFO: A farm at or below this threshold is only considered a CAFO if it has been designated a CAFO by a relevant permitting authority.
Table 1: Size Thresholds for Determining Whether Farms are Considered CAFOs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Animal Sector</th>
<th>Large CAFO</th>
<th>Medium CAFO</th>
<th>Small CAFO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Cattle or cow/calf pairs</td>
<td>1,000 or more</td>
<td>300 - 999</td>
<td>less than 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mature dairy cattle</td>
<td>700 or more</td>
<td>200 - 699</td>
<td>less than 200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Veal calves</td>
<td>1,000 or more</td>
<td>300 - 999</td>
<td>less than 300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swine (weighing over 55 pounds)</td>
<td>2,500 or more</td>
<td>750 - 2,499</td>
<td>less than 750</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Swine (weighing less than 55 pounds)</td>
<td>10,000 or more</td>
<td>3,000 - 9,999</td>
<td>less than 3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Horses</td>
<td>500 or more</td>
<td>150 - 499</td>
<td>less than 150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sheep or lambs</td>
<td>10,000 or more</td>
<td>3,000 - 9,999</td>
<td>less than 3,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkeys</td>
<td>55,000 or more</td>
<td>16,500 - 54,999</td>
<td>less than 16,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laying hens or broilers (liquid manure handling systems)</td>
<td>30,000 or more</td>
<td>9,000 - 29,999</td>
<td>less than 9,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chickens other than laying hens (other than a liquid manure handling systems)</td>
<td>125,000 or more</td>
<td>37,500 - 124,999</td>
<td>less than 37,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Laying hens (other than a liquid manure handling systems)</td>
<td>82,000 or more</td>
<td>25,000 - 81,999</td>
<td>less than 25,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducks (other than a liquid manure handling systems)</td>
<td>30,000 or more</td>
<td>10,000 - 29,999</td>
<td>less than 10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ducks (liquid manure handling systems)</td>
<td>5,000 or more</td>
<td>1,500 - 4,999</td>
<td>less than 1,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

CRS may, at its sole discretion, aggregate multiple farms that provide feedstocks to a single digester, for the purposes of determining whether the applicable CAFO threshold is met and therefore that those farms meet the CAFO definition.
4. **Feedstock**: Any raw or unprocessed material from which renewable fuels are derived.

5. **Pathway**: A fuel pathway is a specific combination of: (1) feedstock, (2) production process, and (3) fuel type.¹

6. **Participant**: In this Standard, entities entering into a Green-e® certification agreement with the Center for Resource Solutions for the sale or use of a certified renewable fuel product are referred to as “Participants” in the Green-e® program. Participants may be renewable fuel producers,² sellers of renewable fuels or RFCs, purchasers of renewable fuel or RFCs, or entities undertaking other means of procuring, transacting, or consuming renewable fuel. Participants must have one or more certification contracts with CRS and maintain compliance with the program’s requirements in order to gain and maintain their Green-e® certification.

7. **Renewable Fuel Certificate (“RFC”)**: A contractual instrument that represents and conveys all attributes of a unit of renewable fuel from production until delivery to a renewable fuel consumer. Such attributes may include, but are not limited to: the feedstock and production process used; the renewable fuel type; the location of the production; the time of production; the air emissions associated with production, transport, and leakage (i.e. the Carbon Intensity); all other legally available environmental benefits of production through delivery; greenhouse gas avoidance, destruction, offsetting and other benefits; and all other information relevant to using and claiming the benefits of production. RFCs are created when renewable fuel is injected into a pipeline (or other point for customer use) for later consumption and are denominated in the same units (e.g., MMBtu, dekatherm, gigajoules) as the associated fuel produced. Total benefits and impacts include those that occur until the point of customer RFC use. RFCs facilitate tracking,

¹ This Standard does not include requirements around end uses. Instead, the focus is on (1) fuel type, (2) fuel production process, and (3) feedstock.
² Fuel producers may have their fuels used in an approved production pathway without a certification contract with CRS, in which case the fuel producer is not a Participant and they may not claim to offer a Green-e® certified product.
transacting, and using renewable energy fuels. RFCs may be transacted separately from energy or fuels.

B. Usage and Geographic Range of the Criteria

These certification criteria are intended to be used by Green-e® Participants with production, sales, and/or use of renewable fuels and RFCs that are generated in all regions of the United States (defined as the fifty States, the District of Columbia, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the United States Virgin Islands, the Northern Mariana Islands, and associated territorial waters and airspace) and Canada (defined as the ten provinces and the Northwest Territories, Nunavut and Yukon). See also Section VIII.A regarding where fuel production facilities may be located.

II. Participant and Product Types

CRS administers different certification options for different types of Participant organizations. Participants in the Green-e® program can include: renewable fuel producers, brokers, marketers, traders, pipeline operators, utilities, retailers, and end-consumers.

Participants may certify the sale or use of one or more of the following types of renewable fuels products: renewable fuel, with its RFCs, (a “bundled” product) delivered through the natural gas pipeline system to an end-user; bundled renewable fuel trucked or otherwise delivered to an end-user; bundled raw biofuels delivered directly to a consumer; unbundled RFCs sold to a retail fuel user; wholesale bundled or unbundled sales.

As the market evolves, CRS will consider other market participants and product types.
III. Production Pathways

Renewable fuel pathways supplying renewable fuels used in Green-e® certified products must meet all applicable rules in the Standard at the time of production unless the pathway has received an exemption by the Green-e® Governance Board. Only the following renewable fuel production pathways may be used in Green-e® certified products in Canada and the U.S. Other production pathways may be added in the future in response to market demand.

Each pathway must be reviewed and approved by CRS before the resulting fuel can be used in a Green-e® certified product.

A. Fuel Types

Biomethane is the only fuel type approved under this Standard. Other renewable fuels may be considered in future versions of this Standard.

B. Production Facility

The types of biomethane production facilities approved under this Standard are:

1. Anaerobic Digesters
   Projects that use anaerobic digestion to convert the energy in organic feedstocks. This Standard only allows organic waste feedstocks such as food waste, yard waste, and municipal wastewater. See Section III.C for specific feedstock requirements.

2. Landfill Gas (LFG) Methane Capture
   Projects that capture biogas produced in a landfill and process the gas into biomethane. See Section IV for specific production requirements.

C. Feedstocks for Anaerobic Digestion

This Standard only permits feedstocks from organic waste resources -- defined as unusable remains, residues, or byproducts -- with a biogenic
origin. This Standard also addresses feedstock collection, processing, transport, and storage. CRS reserves the right to require additional documentation to verify GHG and environmental impacts of any feedstock. In some instances, third-party verification may be required.

Only the amount of fuel generated from the eligible feedstocks may count towards the certified product. Facilities producing fuel using 5% or less of non-eligible fuels as a percent of total heat input (on a BTU basis, for example) may produce eligible fuels, however those BTUs generated from non-eligible fuels are not eligible for sale in Green-e® certified fuel products and must not be included in eligible BTUs produced at such a facility. The assessment of whether the 5% threshold is exceeded must be made on a periodic basis, at least quarterly. Periods for which the 5% threshold is exceeded must be excluded from Green-e® Energy certified sales.

The following feedstocks are permissible under this Standard:

1. Municipal, industrial, and commercial wastewater
2. The organic component of municipal solid waste when separated out prior to landilling
3. Food waste (e.g. collected at municipal composting facilities) and food and beverage processing waste
4. Vegetative matter, such as yard waste, shrub, or chaparral, that is removed from within 200 feet or less of homes, built infrastructure (such as powerlines), and other man-made structures
5. Crop residue
   Agricultural crop residue that is unmerchantable as food or as animal feed. For example, crops intended for human or animal consumption but damaged by drought or storms would qualify, as would crops with a non-energy primary purpose, such as waste from animal feed production. For the purposes of this Standard, a tree is not an agricultural crop.
6. Animal waste
   a. Manure and feathers

---

3 Saleable food crops or animal feed are explicitly excluded from certification under this Standard.
4 CRS is investigating potential eligibility of animal waste from other sources.
b. Animal waste facilities that meet the Concentrated Animal Feeding Operation definition in Section I.A are currently not eligible under this Standard⁵

c. The boundaries of a biodigester project using animal waste are defined as:
   i. Collection, storage, processing and disposal of animal waste
   ii. Management and disposal of digestate
   iii. Gas handling equipment

IV. Production Requirements

All facilities that contribute to the production pathway (including feedstock production facilities) must comply with all local, sub-national, national and regional laws, regulations and ordinances, and meet all requirements related to emissions to the air, surface water, groundwater, and land.⁶

A. Digestate management: In addition to meeting all applicable regulations for digestate management, facility owners must ensure digestate left over from fuel production is sustainably managed (e.g. beneficially reused, not landfilled, applied as a soil amendment without spraying, cleaned to the point of being able to be discharged safely to the environment).
   1. This requirement may be met by demonstrating certification under the American Biogas Council Digestate Certification Program

B. In the case that a producer is receiving carbon offsets for methane capture (from the collection, processing or use of a feedstock, or any other aspect

---

⁵ CRS is investigating potential eligibility of animal waste from CAFOs. Eligibility would require development of a set of stringent criteria that the CAFO producing animal waste would need to meet. Such criteria would first need to undergo scientific review and community input, and would require approval by the Green-e Governance Board.

⁶ In the case that a permit violation at a facility that contributes to the production pathway is not resolved within 90 days of the notice of violation (or within the period of time allowed by the violation issuing authority, if longer than 90 days), the supply from that facility will not be certified from the date of non-compliance until the date that the violation issuing authority considers the issue to have been resolved. Repeated or severe violations may be grounds for exclusion from eligibility.
of the biomethane production pathway), the corresponding amount of biomethane from that facility is ineligible under this Standard.

V. Carbon Intensity (CI)

This Standard strives to promote renewable fuel resources that, on a total life cycle basis, decrease atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations in time frames that are meaningful in addressing global climate change. An analysis is required to account for the upstream emissions (emissions from leakage, extraction, production, and processing operations) of a given renewable fuel pathway. Each pathway is required to undergo a third-party analysis from a CRS-approved verifier, and the CI of the renewable fuel must be at least 10% lower than the CI of fossil natural gas up to the point of injection into the pipeline system. Accepted methodologies for calculating a CI value are listed on the Green-e® website, along with accepted sources and methods for determining the CI value of fossil natural gas. The CI of the renewable fuel, at the point of customer receipt and including pipeline and transportation leakage, must be disclosed to customers in accordance with the Green-e® Renewable Fuels Code of Conduct.

VI. Vintage of Renewable Fuel

For Green-e® certified transactions made during a given calendar year, the fuel used in that transaction must have been injected into a pipeline (or produced, in the case of on-site fuel production and use) within a certain number of years prior to the year of sale, in accordance with Table 2 below. Proper claims and ownership of attributes / RFCs must be proven regardless of the date of fuel injection, in accordance with Sections IX and X.
Table 2: Fuel Vintage based on Year of Certified Transaction

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year of Certified Transaction</th>
<th>Earliest Eligible Fuel Pipeline Injection Date</th>
<th>Latest Eligible Fuel Pipeline Injection Date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2021</td>
<td>1/1/2017</td>
<td>12/31/2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2022</td>
<td>1/1/2018</td>
<td>12/31/2022</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2023</td>
<td>1/1/2019</td>
<td>12/31/2023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2024</td>
<td>1/1/2020</td>
<td>12/31/2024</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2025</td>
<td>1/1/2021</td>
<td>12/31/2025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2026</td>
<td>1/1/2025</td>
<td>12/31/2026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2027</td>
<td>1/1/2026</td>
<td>12/31/2027</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2028 and beyond</td>
<td>Increases by 1 year annually</td>
<td>Increases by 1 year annually</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. Production Facility Age

There is no age limit for fuel production facilities for their output to be certified or used in a Green-e® certified transaction.  

VIII. Location of Facilities

A. Geographic Location

Renewable fuel production facilities providing fuel or RFCs for certified products must be located within Canada and the U.S. (as defined in Section I.B). Renewable fuel production facilities located in other countries, including those importing energy into Canada and the U.S., may be considered for future versions of the Standard or a separate certification standard appropriate to those regions.

7 Through sales year 2023, Participants may apply to use fuel injected into a common carrier pipeline between 5 and 15 years in the past on a first-come-first-served basis at the discretion of CRS, with a cap of 4 million MMBTU across all Participants for such fuels that are applied through sales year 2023.

8 CRS may seek feedback on implementing a production facility age limit for future versions of this Standard.
For participants on Hawaii, the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, Guam, American Samoa, the United States Virgin Islands, the Northern Mariana Islands pursuing end-user certification, biomethane must be produced and consumed on the same state / territory unless the following criteria are met:

1. It can be proven that the island imported gas from another area of the U.S. or Canada (for example, in the form of LNG or CNG imports); and

2. Any imports of natural gas must be accompanied by a RFC from the same pipeline system as the imported gas

### B. Fuel Transport

Renewable fuels used in Green-e® certification are required to use the book-and-claim system of accounting, including for transactions that are for physical or contractual flows of gas through a pipeline, to substantiate ownership and transfer of renewable fuels and/or RFCs. CRS requires specific disclosures regarding region of production and method of fuel transport, described in Green-e® Renewable Fuels Code of Conduct. The following fuel transportation methods (or combinations thereof) are allowable under this Standard; in all cases, CRS reserves the right to require additional documentation for verification purposes.

1. Pipeline-Connected Biomethane Production Facilities: The biomethane production facility (where raw biogas is processed into biomethane) is connected to a common carrier pipeline where the biomethane can be injected and transported along the pipeline system.

2. Standalone Biomethane Production Facilities: For standalone biomethane production facilities not directly connected to a pipeline,

---

9 The book-and-claim system of accounting refers to a chain-of-custody model in which RFCs are used to represent the transfer and ownership of renewable fuel. This method is used because once biomethane is injected into the pipeline system, it blends with fossil-derived natural gas, and the source of the molecules becomes unidentifiable. The book-and-claim method allows RFCs to be transacted independently of the physical transfer of fuel so that RFCs may be used to substantiate ownership of biomethane injected anywhere along the gas pipeline network. Book-and-claim accounting is also used by the California Air Resources Board to track renewable transportation fuels for the LCFS program.
the fuel may be transported by truck or other means to a common carrier injection site if:
   a. The overall Carbon Intensity calculation includes the entire transportation of the fuel (vehicle type, fuel type, distance traveled), and
   b. The total Carbon Intensity remains under that of the established Carbon Intensity threshold

3. Raw Biogas in Off-site Biomethane Production Facilities: In the case that the biogas production facility is not co-located with the biomethane production facility (where the raw biogas is purified and processed into biomethane) the biogas may be transported by truck or other means to a biomethane production facility (to be injected into a pipeline) if:
   a. The overall carbon intensity calculation includes the entire transportation of the fuel (vehicle type, fuel type, distance traveled), and
   b. The total Carbon Intensity remains under that of the established Carbon Intensity threshold

4. Raw Biogas Consumed On-site or Delivered to a Consumer: Raw biogas may be consumed on-site by the producer or delivered directly to another consumer (e.g. via a private pipeline or truck) and the use or sale may be Green-e® certified, if:
   a. Attributes / RFCs are not sold separately; they must be retained and claimed by the consumer, and
   b. The overall carbon intensity calculation includes the entire transportation of the fuel (vehicle type, fuel type, distance traveled), and
   c. The total Carbon Intensity remains under that of the established Carbon Intensity threshold in Section V
IX. Renewable Fuel Product Specifications

A. Fully Aggregated Renewable Product

To the extent allowable under Canadian and the U.S. legal and regulatory structures, all environmental attributes that can be owned that are associated with the fuel production must be aggregated in a Green-e® certified product. None of the attributes of production may be sold off, transferred, or claimed elsewhere or by another party. There must be a legally enforceable contract, instrument (e.g. RFC), or collection of contracts and/or instruments in place to substantiate the exchange and exclusive ownership of the renewable attributes.

B. Regulatory Surplus: Renewable Quotas, Targets, Other Mandates and Incentives

Green-e® certified products must be comprised of eligible renewable fuel supply over and above any amount required by applicable sub-national, national or regional requirements or legislation. The Green-e® program does not certify renewable fuel or RFC production, usage, and/or transactions that result in double counting, including double counting between compliance and voluntary markets, as in Section IX.C.3, below (e.g. one party claiming the renewable fuel for their own voluntary use and another party claiming it toward compliance with the Low Carbon Fuel Standard (LCFS), Renewable Fuels Standard (RFS), or other state compliance quotas).10

In the event that the Seller of a certified product benefits from the sale of biomethane, for instance under a reduced cap-and-trade compliance obligation, those GHG benefits must be passed on to customers.

Only for a certified renewable fuel product that meets 100% of a customer’s gas usage or a Green-e® Direct certified purchase of a renewable fuel product, Green-e® allows a percentage of the product content to be satisfied with

---

10 However, the buyer of a Green-e® certified renewable fuel product may be able to report their certified purchase toward a compliance program in order to demonstrate their own compliance with that program, depending on that program’s rules.
renewables reported toward a renewable portfolio standard (RPS) or other similar state / provincial policy, up to the amount that is attributable to the customer of the voluntary product. All such resources must also go through the Green-e® verification process, and meet all other applicable Green-e® eligibility and disclosure requirements. Distribution of renewable fuels reported toward an RPS or similar policy must be consistent across the gas usage on which the policy’s obligation calculations are based, and allocating all such renewables to one customer type or group of customers is not allowed. However, variability of geographic location of generation (not renewable resource type) is allowed to the extent required by a Participant's or Participant's supplier's policy obligations under the laws of said state / province.

C. Double Counting, Double Selling, and Double Claiming

A given amount of renewable fuels and any associated attributes can be applied to an end consumer's claim of using renewable energy only once. Renewable fuels or attributes that can be reasonably attributed to a party other than the user of a certified product may not be used in Green-e® certified products. Examples of prohibited double uses include, but are not limited to:

1. When the same supply or attributes are sold to more than one party, or any case where another party has a conflicting contract for the attributes or renewable fuel;
2. When the same supply is claimed by more than one party, including any expressed or implied environmental claims made pursuant to fuels coming from a renewable resource, environmental labeling or disclosure requirements. This includes representing the fuel from renewable resources.

---

11 As a general principal, Participants offering a certified renewable fuels product that meets 100% of a voluntary customer’s gas usage with renewable fuels are not required to provide the customer with Green-e® eligible renewables for more than 100% of the customer’s gas usage.
12 For further resources on double claims, see https://resourcesolutions.org/learn/rec-claims-and-ownership/
which attributes are derived as renewable if the RFCs are not also owned and retired/cancelled\(^\text{13}\);

3. When the same supply is used by an entity to meet a delivery or consumption mandate for renewable fuel and is also used in certified sales, transactions, or consumption by another entity under the Green-e\(^\text{®}\) program; or 

4. When another party uses one or more attributes of the renewable production (see Section IV.A. on Fully Aggregated Renewables for details). This includes when supply or associated attributes are sold as a certified product to one party, and one or more attributes associated with the same unit of production (such as CO\(_2\) reduction or offset) are sold to another party.

In all cases, the relevant government agency(ies) in Canada and the U.S. must be notified by or on behalf of the Participant in writing at least annually of all production used in Green-e\(^\text{®}\) certified products. A renewable fuels tracking system or other entity that already provides this information to the relevant agency(ices) may satisfy this requirement if approved by CRS.

**X. Additional Criteria**

**A. Third Party Verification**

CRS requires that Green-e\(^\text{®}\) certified products undergo an annual verification process to substantiate supply (pathways) and certified sales, purchases and claims. The Green-e\(^\text{®}\) Participant must employ an independent qualified auditor(s) and/or verifier(s) to conduct this verification in accordance with verification procedures supplied by CRS. Required auditor/verifier qualifications are specified in the Green-e\(^\text{®}\) Verification Requirements. The results of the verification and selected supporting documents must be made available to CRS and verification is not considered completed until all materials are submitted and accepted as complete and final by CRS. All audit and verification costs are the responsibility of the Green-e\(^\text{®}\) Participant undergoing verification.

\(^\text{13}\) An example of such representations includes use of renewable energy in calculating product or portfolio resource mixes for the purpose of marketing or disclosing to energy end-users when the attributes have been sold off or claimed separately.
B. Use of Electronic RFC Tracking Systems

CRS supports the use of electronic RFC tracking systems to facilitate production facility registration/validation, the documentation of fuel production, and chain-of-custody tracking of RFCs and RFC retirements. Electronic RFC tracking systems can facilitate participant compliance with the criteria in this Standard and other program requirements. CRS’s audit and verification procedures will provide instruction on how to use RFC tracking systems as part of Green-e® requirements. CRS will provide a list of approved tracking systems with any additional requirements for the use of such systems on the Green-e® website. Tracking systems seeking approval under this Standard will be assessed by CRS.

C. Consumer Disclosure

Certified transactions and sales by Participants must disclose specific product information to each purchaser. Disclosures are described in Green-e® Renewable Fuels Code of Conduct. Disclosures will include information such as fuel type, production process, feedstock type, location of production, Carbon Intensity score in comparison to that of natural gas, and vintage of production. Customers receiving certified retail gas products must also receive disclosure about the percentage or amount of non-renewable gas they are receiving from the seller over the same period.

D. Renewable Fuels Products Offered by Gas Utilities

1. Product Pricing

In no case should the above market costs of the energy used directly for a certified utility renewable fuels program be allocated to customers who are non-participants in the program. If such costs are related to public policy initiatives deemed acceptable by their regulators, a gas utility may appeal to the Green-e® Governance Board for approval.

2. Regulatory Approval

Certification is only available to programs that have been approved by an appropriate regulatory or oversight body with jurisdiction over the program prior to the program’s nomination for certification.
XI. Governance and Revisions to the Standard

The Standard is a dynamic document and may be updated over time to accommodate changes in renewable fuel markets, policy changes that affect renewable fuels, and/or innovations in renewable fuel technology.

All revisions and calls for comments will be posted on the Green-e® website (www.green-e.org). For any substantial changes to this Standard, Center for Resource Solutions commits that:

A. Stakeholders will be solicited in advance of Green-e® Governance Board meetings for input on substantive policy change issues; and

B. At least one year of notice (following the date of announcement of Board approval) will be granted to Participants and other stakeholders before the substantive changes go into effect (though Participants may choose to follow the updated language immediately), unless a timelier change is necessary to respond to a significant and imminent problem threatening the integrity of renewable fuels markets.

Details of the standard-setting process and of how to submit comments or grievances are available at: https://www.green-e.org/about/standard-setting.